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LONDON: For all the attention afforded bitcoin, it is
its rival ether that is hitting the headlines, with the
popularity of its blockchain technology Ethereum
driving concerns that have sent investors fleeing.
Virtual currencies have struggled across the board
this month after US investment banking giant
Goldman Sachs pulled back from its plans to open a
trading desk for bitcoin, damaging sentiment for the
entire sector.

Ether has slid 20 percent in value, taking a fur-
ther hit from comments made by Vitalik Buterin,
co-founder of Ethereum, which powers the cryp-
tocurrency.

Earlier this month, the 24-year-old Russian-
Canadian programmer told Bloomberg that “the
(Ethereum) blockchain space is getting to the point
where there’s a ceiling in sight”.

A blockchain is essentially a ledger for recording
transactions, which is both open to all who use it but
extremely secure, and has enabled the rise of cryp-
tocurrency trading. A multimillionaire thanks to
Ethereum, Buterin has previously spoken about
“scalability” probably being the number one chal-
lenge facing the sector.

Blockchain traffic jam    
Unlike bitcoin’s blockchain, which carries out

transactions involving only the cryptocurrency,
Ethereum can host different virtual tokens and also
enable certain digital applications and so-called
smart contracts. Such programs can for example
automatically trigger payments without the use of a
third party when pre-defined conditions are met,
such as winning a sports bet.

Ethereum is also home to two-thirds of initial coin
offerings (ICOs), essentially a fundraising tool for
companies which issue the tokens against cryptocur-
rencies much like issuing shares on a stock market.
An explosion in the number of ICOs in 2017, two
years after ether’s launch, resulted in the cryptocur-
rency’s price rocketing 160 times in value over a 12-
month period.

The craze surrounding ICOs has also caused con-
gestion to Ethereum’s network, contributing to
ether’s price collapse beginning in January. “The
more it’s demanded, the more likely you are to clog
the network,” said Jerome de Tychey, president of
Asseth, an association promoting the use of
Ethereum. A clogged Ethereum results in higher
charges for clients wanting their transactions priori-
tized-and average fees briefly hit a record $5.50 in
July according to bitinfocharts.com. Generally
though, fees fluctuate around a few cents.

Delays to a planned overhaul of Ethereum’s scal-
ability have meanwhile likely discouraged some
investors from using the blockchain, according to
de Tychey. Naeem Aslam, an analyst at traders
Think Markets, said Buterin “isn’t doing the job
which he is supposed to do”-that is, to make com-
panies “trust the technology and provide them
(with) what they need”.

Virtual currency, real plunge 
The plunge in the value of ether has indeed been

dramatic. Since the start of August, it has lost more
than half its value. Going back to May, the drop is 75
percent, with the total value of the virtual currency
tumbling to about $23 billion from $82.5 billion. Yet
the huge drop has only taken ether back to its value
of a little over a year ago, at some $220 for one token.

Another factor weighing on ether’s price has been
the success of ICOs. The companies which raised
funding in ether with ICOs now need to sell to them
to cover operating expenses in fiat currencies.
According to sector analysts Diar the companies that
raised funding before the price boom at the end of
last year have sold off some 20 percent of their ether
holdings since April, weighing on its price. — AFP 
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FRANKFURT AM MAIN: After years watch-
ing Tesla’s electric cars speed ahead while
they have been on the defensive over an
industry-wide diesel emissions scandal, German
high-end manufacturers have finally unveiled
their first challengers to the Californian upstart.
Mercedes-Benz maker Daimler, BMW and
Volkswagen’s Audi and Porsche sub-
sidiaries between them control some
80 percent of the worldwide premi-
um car market.

But until recently they offered
little battery-powered, zero-emis-
sion competition to Tesla and its
bombastic chief executive Elon
Musk. That changed this month,
with all three groups unveiling their
first all-electric SUVs slated for
release over the next two years.
Audi rolled out its “E-Tron”, BMW
its “iNext” and Mercedes its “EQC”,
while Porsche presented an electric coupe, the
“Mission E”.

In total, German carmakers have vowed a
total of almost 40 billion euros ($46.7 bil-
lion) of investment in battery-powered vehi-
cles in the coming three years, industry
association VDA says. With a market share
of around eight percent in Germany-com-
pared with Tesla’s 0.1 percent-Audi hopes
electric cars will account for around one in
three sales by 2025.

“Finally, it’s getting started!” auto indus-
try expert Ferdinand Dudenhoeffer said.
Time is pressing, as sales of engines pow-
ered by automakers’ longtime growth driver

diesel have plummeted in the face of plans
by many large cities to ban them to bring
down air pollution.

Wild ride for Tesla 
The entrance of the three German behe-

moths into the electric race is far more conse-

quential for Tesla than smaller fish like Britain’s
Jaguar, whose “I-PACE” is already on sale in
the UK. And the US tech firm faces major
hurdles of its own, struggling to stem losses
that have been going on for years while try-
ing to reassure investors and customers of
its chief executive’s mental health. Musk was
f i lmed drinking whisky and smoking
cannabis (which is legal in California) with
radio host Joe Rogan earlier this month, and
in August revealed he was suffering from
intense stress and fatigue in an interview
with the New York Times.

On Tuesday, Tesla confirmed that the US
Department of Justice was investigating the

company over Musk’s tweet announcing a
plan to remove its shares from the stock mar-
ket. Also on Twitter, the South African entre-
preneur admitted Tuesday that after months
spent overcoming “production hell” on the
firm’s mass-market Model 3, it was now in
“delivery logistics hell” struggling to get cars
to buyers-while promising “rapid progress”. 

For expert Dudenhoeffer, “Tesla is the
market leader and has great strength in inno-
vation, but the coming six to nine months will
be a decisive test” for its chief executive. “If
he doesn’t manage to stabilize the Model 3
and make the firm profitable, it will get very
complicated for him, including with regard to
his investors.”

Battery gamble 
The German government hopes to see one

million fully electric and hybrid vehicles on the
road by 2022, up from fewer than 100,000 at
the start of this year. But the spread of the
technology is constrained by a number of
factors, including a limited range of models
for sale, slow expansion of charging infra-
structure and limited capacity for building
new batteries. A government commission on
electric mobility recently found Germany
would need to increase the number of charg-
ing points available more than five-fold to
serve a million drivers.

And while they are perfecting electric
motors and other electric-drive components,
German carmakers have so far balked at
direct investment in costly battery production,
aware that they would have to catch up on a

head start enjoyed by Asian industry leaders
and unwilling to gamble on an adventure in
the unfamiliar territory of cell chemistry.

European Commissioner Maros Sefcovic
said recently that the EU should be open to
state aid for a long-hoped-for “Airbus of bat-
teries”, while business daily Handelsblatt
reported the German economy ministry is

cobbling together a consortium of companies
and research institutes. For now the most con-
spicuous progress comes from China’s CATL.
The challenger for global battery leadership
against the alliance of Japanese Panasonic and
Tesla announced in July a mammoth new fac-
tory in central Germany to supply European
customers. — AFP 
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Trump weighs draft 
order targeting 
Google, Facebook 
WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump is weighing
an executive order that would open federal antitrust
and criminal probes into Google, Facebook and other
social media firms, US media said Saturday, though the
White House promptly distanced itself from the reports.
Last month, Trump stepped up his attacks on big tech
companies, warning them to be “careful,” and slamming
what he called “rigged” internet search results.

The US president had complained that Google
searches for “Trump news” brought up mostly nega-
tive stories about him. Google strongly rejected any
bias claims. The White House’s draft executive order
focuses on alleged “bias” at the companies.
“Executive departments and agencies with authorities
that could be used to enhance competition among
online platforms (agencies) shall... use those authori-
ties to promote competition and ensure that no online
platform exercises market power in a way that harms
consumers, including through the exercise of bias,”
read a draft of the report circulated by US media.

“Not later than 30 days from the date of this order,
agencies shall submit to the Director of the National
Economic Council an initial list of (1) actions each
agency can potentially take to protect competition
among online platforms and address online platform
bias.” The text also demands that federal agencies
investigation any potential “violation of the antitrust
laws” by an online platform. However, The Washington
Post cited three White House aides as saying they did
not write the draft order and did not know its origins,
while a senior official said the document existed but
had yet to go through the formal process controlled
by the staff secretary. “Although the White House is
concerned about the conduct of online platforms and
their impact on society, this document is not the result
of an official White House policymaking process,”
deputy White House spokeswoman Lindsey Waters
was quoted as saying. —AFP

SHANGHIA: In this file photo, an Audi e-tron Sportback Concept car is displayed during the
17th Shanghai International Automobile Industry Exhibition in Shanghai. — AFP

Al Sayer Medical 
holds workshop 
on dental implant

Al Sayer Medical, a subsidiary of Al Sayer Holding
and the exclusive distributor of the German dental
implant system (BEGO Implant Systems) in Kuwait

held a scientific lecture and workshop on the latest tech-
nology in the field of dental implant in cooperation with
Kuwait Dental Association. Dr. Andreas Barbetseas,
Specialist in Oral Surgery and Dental Implant, University
of New York, USA, delivered the lecture and supervised

the workshop.
Both lecture and work-

shop were highly attended
by dentist from public and
private sectors and has been
very successful showcasing
the latest dental implants
products from BEGO, the
high-quality German
Company. Dr. Hossam Afify,
General Manager of Al Sayer
Medical said, “We would like
to extend our sincere grati-
tude to Dental
Administration at Kuwait

Ministry of Health and Kuwait Dental Association for their
cooperation in organizing this event. At Al Sayer, we are
keen to provide the latest and high quality medical prod-
ucts by exclusively presenting a number of global medical
companies.  Organizing such scientific lectures and work-
shops is part of our interest in providing high level of sci-
entific support to the users of our medical products.”

Ivory Coast looks to 
solar vehicles to 
replace bush taxis
JACQUEVILLE, Ivory Coast: Hi-tech, cheap-and quiet.
The Ivorian resort of Jacqueville just outside Abidjan is
betting on solar-powered three-wheelers as it looks to
replace traditional but noisy and dirty bush taxis. “It’s
cheaper and relaxing!” says local trader Sandrine Tetelo,
of the Chinese-made “Saloni” or “Antara” tricycles, which
could eventually spell the end for old-school “woro-woro”
four-wheelers as Jacqueville looks to make itself Ivory
Coast’s premier eco city.

The mini-cars, 2.7 metres (8.8 feet) long and two
metres high, are covered in solar panels each fitted out
with six 12-volt batteries, giving the vehicles a range of
140 kilometers. Returning from a visit to China, the solar
cars’ promotor Marc Togbe pitched his plan to mayor
Joachim Beugre, who was immediately sold. “We are used
to seeing (typically old and beaten up) bush taxis pollute
the atmosphere and the environment. We said to ourselves,
if we could only replace them by solar trikes,” said Beugre.

Solar pioneers?    
“The adventure started in January with two little cars,”

added Togbe, who has created a partnership with local
businessman Balla Konate. “I went to China with a friend,”
says Konate, “and afterwards I sent four youngsters to
Lome for training with a friend who had spoken to me about
the project.” He wants to extend operations to Odienne and
Korhogo, towns in the north, the country’s sunniest region.

“Today, a dozen cars are up and running. We are right
in the test phase. More and more people are asking for
them,” says Beugre, seeing a chance to kill several birds
with one solar stone. Long isolated, his town, nestled
between a laguna and the sea, has flourished in terms of
real estate and tourism since the 2015 inauguration of a
bridge linking Jacqueville to the mainland and cutting tran-
sit time to Abidjan to less than an hour. 

For the start of the school year in October, Jacqueville
plans to bring on stream a 22-seater “solar coach”
designed to help deal with “the thorny issue of pupils’
transport”. Many schoolchildren typically have to travel

tens of kilometers from their home village to urban
schools. So far, the trikes have also provided work for
around 20 people including drivers and mechanics.
“We’re on the go from six in the morning and finish
around 10 or even midnight, weekends too,” says Philippe
Aka Koffi, a 24-year-old who has been working as a driv-
er for five months.

Price pull    
“It’s pleasant for doing your shopping more quickly,”

says an impressed passenger, Aholia Guy Landry, after rid-
ing in a vehicle which can carry four people, driver included.
A big plus is the 100 CFA francs price of a trip-half a typical
downtown “woro-woro” fare-helping to attract between
500 and 1,000 people a day, according to the town hall and
promoter. A switch to solar and durables may appear para-
doxical in Jacqueville, however, as the area produces the
lion’s share of the country’s gas and oil.  The wells outside
the town produce 235 million cubic feet of gas per day,
while several foreign firms run pipelines taking oil and gas
across the town to feed the refineries at Abidjan.

But the municipality-total budget 140 million CFA
francs — sees none of the profits, an issue which has
drawn public ire in the past. The 50-million-CFA trike
project is just one piece in a much larger jigsaw which
includes the construction of a new eco city on a 240-
hectare (600-acre) site among coconut trees. “It will not
be a city for the rich,” insists Beugre, showing off a blue-
print replete with cycle paths and a university.  —AFP

JACQUEVILLE: Electric three-wheeler taxis with solar pan-
els on the roof drive in Ivory Coast’s coastal city of
Jacqueville. — AFP 


